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ABSTRACT

UNCERTAINTY IN METHANE EMISSION MEASUREMENTS FROM

ANAEROBIC DIGESTION

Zack Debruyn Advisor:

University of Guelph, 2017 Dr. Claudia Wagner-Riddle

This thesis seeks to examine the measurement of methane (CH4) emis-

sions for the purposes of informing and improving greenhouse gas mitigation

strategies. In a case study, a data set of CH4 concentration measurements

over five years of study at a commercial dairy farm were used to evaluate the

impact of introducing an anaerobic digestion biogas system. The long term

trend in ambient concentrations indicated that the biogas system was pro-

ducing substantial fugitive emissions. Fugitive CH4 emissions significantly

increased following changes in feedstock management, and were estimated

to represent as much as 26% of the total captured biogas at the site. In a

lab study, a prototype open-path spectrometer measuring CH4 was analysed

with respect to instrument error. Error (bias) was seen to exceed expected

values at room temperature. Bias decreased approximately linearly with path

temperature. Observed relationships of instrument error with measured con-

centration and path temperature are reported in detail.
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CHAPTER 11

Introduction2

Methane (CH4) is a greenhouse gas with both natural and anthropogenic3

sources. Microorganisms that produce CH4 (methanogens) thrive in warm,4

anaerobic environments such as wetlands, rice paddies, or the intestines of5

ruminant animals and manure. Energy extraction (i.e. coal, natural gas)6

provides another major source of atmospheric CH4. Presently, globally av-7

eraged surface concentrations of CH4 have surpassed 1870 ppb, rising more8

than 200 ppb since 1970 (Myhre et al., 2013). Although found in much lower9

concentrations than carbon dioxide (CO2), by mass CH4 has approximately10

28 times the global warming potential of CO2. The dramatic increase in at-11

mospheric CH4 since pre-industrial periods, and its potential to impact the12

earth’s climate, mean that this gas should not be overlooked when consider-13

ing the mitigation of climate change.14

Opportunities to mitigate climate-forcing CH4 emissions are currently15

being explored in the agricultural sector. Because rice paddies, ruminant16

livestock, and animal waste (manure) provide habitable environments for17

methanogens, these are also the main sources of agricultural CH4 emissions.18

In one possible avenue for mitigation, methods of manure management (MM)19

are being addressed in the context of bioenergy and biogas (Nizami et al.,20

1



2013). Bioenergy production by anaerobic digestion aims to reduce the GHG21

cost from extractive energy sources by capturing the methane-rich biogas22

from organic material ‘digested’ in warm, anaerobic conditions. Meanwhile,23

the GHG intensity of MM-related emissions may be reduced by combusting24

CH4 to CO2. From these paired objectives, anaerobic digestion technology25

has the potential to mitigate the net GHG impact of the MM sector.26

To prove their efficacy, mitigation strategies, such as anaerobic digestion,27

need to be assessed in practice. The field of micrometeorology has developed28

several methods of emission measurement from small-scale (typically < 100029

m in length) sources. Chapter 2 examines a case study of the implementation30

of a biogas plant on a commercial dairy farm. In this chapter, the long-term31

record of CH4 measured at the study site is used to investigate the spatial32

and temporal trends in CH4 emission. Chapter 2 seeks to use this record of33

measurements to give a quantitative estimate of biogas losses (fugitive CH434

emissions) from the system.35

The instrumentation used to measure CH4 concentration for micromete-36

orological applications needs to be assessed so that uncertainties in mitiga-37

tion measures can be quantified. Chapter 3 focuses on a prototype model38

of an open-path laser used to measure line-averaged concentrations of CH4.39

Open-path lasers are currently being used in a variety of field-based emis-40

sion measurement applications, including the measurement of whole-farm41

plumes, which makes them relevant to the investigation of fugitive emissions42

presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 examines, under lab settings, the response43

2



in instrument error in the given open-path laser to a range of concentrations44

and temperatures.45

Together, Chapters 2 and 3 provide a discussion on the various sources of46

uncertainty encountered when attempting to quantify CH4 emissions at the47

farm scale. Chapter 4 provides a concluding summary of the thesis.48
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CHAPTER 249

Increased ambient methane50

concentrations at a commercial dairy51

farm associated with anaerobic52

digestion53

2.1 Introduction54

Biogas production from the anaerobic digestion (AD) of organic mate-55

rial has the potential to offset energy costs and mitigate the generation of56

greenhouse gases (GHGs) from animal manure and food waste (Nizami et al.,57

2013). Dairy farming operations in Canada are uniquely situated to adopt58

AD technology due to the amount of dairy manure, and subsequent GHG59

emissions, produced yearly (Jayasundara and Wagner-Riddle, 2014). Off-60

farm materials (food waste) are often added to dairy manure to increase61

energy production in cold climates, such as Ontario, Canada. Operators62

may also receive tipping fees for processing food waste, thereby improving63

4



profitability. However, variability in the biogas production potential of dif-64

ferent input mixtures means that the GHG mitigation potential of farm-scale65

AD technology remains unclear (Korres and Nizami, 2013).66

AD produces a biogas primarily composed of methane (CH4), which is67

a potent GHG (Nizami et al., 2013). Unintended losses of CH4 from AD68

operations are known as fugitive (or operational) emissions, which represent69

a challenge for the creation of GHG inventories since there is no standard70

method to measure them collectively (Liebetrau et al., 2010). Part of the71

challenge in quantifying fugitive emissions is that they may be distributed72

between many potential sources. Primary sources are uncovered storage areas73

for digested slurry (digestate), methane slip from electrical cogeneration units74

and flares, and digester feeding systems. Various diffuse fugitive emissions75

may also occur through service openings, pressure valves, incomplete or failed76

seals, etc. (Liebetrau et al., 2010). In addition to plant design, various AD77

operating practices may be more or less prone to fugitive emissions (Flesch78

et al., 2011). Another challenging aspect is that emission events may be79

infrequently distributed over large periods of time, appearing to contribute80

little to overall emissions until a substantial release occurs (Liebetrau et al.,81

2010).82

Various methods are available to estimate fugitive emissions, depending83

on the source in question. Several studies have related whole-farm fugitive84

emission rates with AD operation and management, as well as meteorological85

conditions (e.g. Flesch et al. 2011; Hrad et al. 2015; Groth et al. 2015). Such86

5



studies have used inverse dispersion methods and open-path spectroscopy87

to quantify emissions but were conducted over relatively short periods of88

time, without comparative observations made before and after AD instal-89

lation. Studies determining emissions from manure/digestate storage areas90

have been well-realized in the primary literature (e.g. Baldé et al. 2016;91

Wagner-Riddle et al. 2006), but have not provided temporal trends of emis-92

sions from other fugitive on-farm sources. Elsewhere, studies have attempted93

to measure emissions from particular sources using chamber methods and94

pressure-relief valve monitoring (Liebetrau et al., 2010; Reinelt et al., 2016).95

While accurate, chamber methods are labour intensive and not viable for96

long-term monitoring.97

Presently, fugitive emissions are subject to a large degree of uncertainty98

and are assumed in protocols to represent 1 - 15% of the total CH4 produc-99

tion rate, depending on the region/regulation (Eastern Research Group Inc.,100

2011; Flesch et al., 2011; Reinelt et al., 2016). Despite the studies conducted,101

fugitive emissions over an extended period of AD operation, have not been102

comprehensively examined for a commercial dairy farm using off-farm ma-103

terials in digestion. Increased biogas production from the use of food waste104

may also result in greater fugitive emissions from the operation (e.g. exces-105

sive fugitive emissions could originate from stored digestate if feedstocks have106

a high CH4 potential and a relatively short retention time). Thus, determin-107

ing the strength of fugitive emissions over an extended period of study and108

using a range of digestion inputs are necessary steps in assessing whether AD109

6



provides a net reduction in climate-forcing GHGs.110

This study was performed as part of a larger project assessing the po-111

tential of AD in mitigating GHG emissions from manure storage and field112

application. The project took place at a commercial dairy farm before and113

after the installation of a biogas system, from 2010 to 2015. Methane emis-114

sions from untreated dairy manure storage during 2010 and 2011 were re-115

ported in Kariyapperuma et al. (2017). Following the AD installation in116

2012, emissions from stored digestate were compared to stored untreated117

manure (Maldaner et al., 2017a,b). However, overall fugitive emissions, ex-118

cluding those from storage, were not quantified. For the above studies, ver-119

tical concentration profiles were measured around the storage tank to allow120

for calculations of flux. This included measurements of ambient methane121

concentrations ([CH4]) not impacted by (i.e. upwind of) the storage tank.122

In the present study, the long-term record of [CH4] on the farm, along with123

micrometeorological measurements, were used to estimate fugitive emissions124

at the site.125

The objectives of this study were: to analyse the spatial and temporal126

trend of [CH4] at a site of biogas production, and to quantitatively estimate127

fugitive emissions from the biogas system.128

7



2.2 Methodology129

2.2.1 Study Site130

The study uses data from an experiment conducted on a commercial dairy131

farm over the course of five years (January 2011 to November 2015). During132

this time, an anaerobic digestion (AD) system was installed on the farm and133

various feedstocks were introduced. Construction took place during 2011134

and, in May 2012, the AD system was initiated with a batch of digestate135

(inoculum) from another AD facility. Electrical production effectively began136

in October 2012. Beginning in January 2013, input feedstocks included off-137

farm materials; the management of digester inputs across the study period138

is summarized in Table 2.1. Over the course of the study, the farm therefore139

went through distinct phases in the type and proportion of off-farm material140

digested with dairy manure.141

Once operational, the AD system was composed of several treatment and142

storage areas. First among these was a pasteurizing tank used to process143

off-farm materials (food waste). This tank was co-located underground with144

a separate tank in which off-farm materials and liquid dairy manure from145

the main barn were mixed (Figure 2.1). Mixed slurry was then piped to the146

two-stage digestion unit, which was heated to mesophilic conditions (~38°C)147

to promote biological activity of methane-producing bacteria. Each stage of148

the digester had a capacity of 1000 m3, and the total retention time between149

8



Table 2.1: Management phases of feedstock input across the study period. Rows in light
gray indicate off-farm material. Chicken and beef waste included dissolved air flotation
(DAF) sludge from processing of meat.

Management Period
Digester Input
(tonne/day)

Jan -
Apr 2013

Apr -
Aug 2013

Aug 2013 -
July 2014

Aug 2014
Sept 2014 -
Nov 2015

Liquid Manure 21.5 19.5 18.5 18.5 17

Solid Manure 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2

Banana, Onion,
Potato, Squash

2.0 2.0 0.3 0.44 0.3

Sugar Water - 0.4 2.0 - -

Chicken waste - - 3.2 0.76 4.6

Beef waste - - - 8.0 0.6

Proportion of
Off-farm material

(%, by mass)
7 10 20 30 21

both stages was approximately 60 days. Biogas captured during this period150

was passed underground to a combined condensation/flare unit. The flare151

(tower) ignited excess biogas in the gas line at a height of approximately 3152

m, while the condensation catch below removed water vapour. Biogas excess153

was determined by the capacity of the electrical generator, which had a power154

rating of 250 kW. Digestate was passed underground from the second stage155

digester to a site of solid/liquid separation (Figure 2.1). A screw press was156

used to separate solids and liquids. Solids removed from the slurry were157

stored in the separation building, and used as a source of bedding for cattle.158

Liquids were retained under the separation building until transferred to a159

concrete storage tank. Once full, digestate from the concrete storage tank160

was either applied to fields or further stored in an earthen lagoon off-site. The161

9



Figure 2.1: Map of AD system components. Building footprints approximated from GPS
coordinate measurements. Distances are to scale.

AD system components described above were mapped using GPS coordinates162

measured at the farm. Based on farm monitoring records, biogas production163

at the facility was estimated to be between 50 - 80 m3 h−1 in 2012 and 2013,164

and increased to 160 m3 h−1 in 2014 and 2015. The biogas had a CH4 content165

of 57% (by volume), which was assumed to be consistent over the course of166

the study. The mass density of CH4 (at 38°C, 101.3 kPa) is 0.63 kg m−3,167

according to the ideal gas law. Therefore, the maximum expected rate of168

CH4 production from AD by mass would be 8.0 and 16 g s−1 before and after169

10



winter 2013, respectively.170

The concrete storage tank was used to hold digested material until field171

application. It measured 30.9 m in diameter and 3.70 m depth, therefore172

the effective emission source of stored digestate can be thought of as a circle173

with an area of 750 m2 and a maximum volume of 2.77 ×103 m3. The tank174

was partially embedded in the ground, uncovered, with roughly 1 m height175

above ground.176

2.2.2 Ambient Methane Concentration177

Concentrations of CH4 at the study site were measured in vertical pro-178

files. Three meteorological towers were placed around the concrete storage179

tank at 210°, 81° and 27° from north (T1-T3, Figure 2.2) as part of a sep-180

arate study to measure methane fluxes using the micrometeorological mass181

balance (MMB) method (Maldaner et al., 2017b). Gas intakes were located182

at 0.25, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.5 m heights above the storage tank, creating a ver-183

tical profile of measurements at each tower. Air samples from all 12 intakes184

were drawn to an automated manifold which switched between each intake185

at regular intervals (15 s). Switching between intakes occurred in order, so186

each intake would be sampled in a full cycle of 180 s. The selected sample187

(one out of twelve) was then directed to a closed-path tunable diode laser188

trace-gas analyser (TGA-100A, Campbell Scientific, Inc., Logan, UT), which189

measured [CH4] (ppmV) at a rate of 10 Hz. Each 15 s sampling period was190

trimmed to 10.5 s of recorded measurements at each intake height, discarding191

11



transition periods. Thus, for a half-hour period, each intake would generate192

1050 samples (10.5 s/cycle × 10 Hz × 10 cycles/1800 s).193

Ambient concentrations were defined here as those measured at 4.5 m194

and corresponding to an upwind direction that was ±80° of the given tower195

angle (i.e. 210°, 81°, or 27°, Figure 2.2). These data underwent a filter which196

removed periods with low wind speeds (<2.0 m s−1 at 4.50 m height) since197

observations taken at low wind speeds may have included the storage tank198

plume.199

Figure 2.2: Diagram showing the placement of three air sampling towers (T1, T2, and T3)
and anemometer tower (TW) around the storage tank. The flare tower used to burn excess
biogas was south of the storage tank.Dark gray sectors at T3 indicate wind direction ranges
used in the dispersion model. QA and QB represent modeled flux of CH4 from anaerobic
digester and barn, respectively. Measurements were considered upwind of the storage tank
when winds were ±80° of the given tower angle (illustrated with respect to T2, a range of
160°).

Other micrometeorological data was collected from a variety of sources.200

A fourth tower equipped with cup anemometers (F460 Wind Speed, Clima-201

tronics Corp., Bohemia, NY) measured wind speed along the same vertical202

profile that [CH4] was measured (0.25, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.5 m height). The wind203

12



tower was located at the edge of the storage tank, at approximately 200°204

from north. Wind direction was measured by a wind vane at a height of205

4.5 m. Both the wind speed at 4.5 m and the wind direction were recorded206

once per minute; winds at lower heights were recorded as half-hour averages.207

Solar radiation (W m−2) and air temperature (°C) were likewise recorded as208

averages once per half-hour.209

A spatial analysis identifying CH4 source locations was performed by ob-210

serving 15 s average concentrations at individual intakes, combined with 60 s211

average wind direction measurements. Typical micrometeorological methods212

use an averaging period of 900-1800 s; a finer temporal scale was used here213

in order to observe potentially brief emission events from nearby sources.214

Each tower location was ascribed a set of directional ranges (or sectors) that215

corresponded to the mapped points of buildings around the site. Sources216

were identified through an analysis of the frequency of high concentration217

observations with respect to each defined sector and were further explored218

graphically with wind roses generated for individual towers, as well as tem-219

poral trends.220

2.2.3 Dispersion Model221

To estimate the rate of emission from the record of [CH4] measured at222

the study site, a dispersion model was created, which was adapted from223

Regulation 346 of the Revised Regulations of Ontario, 1990 (General - Air224

Pollution), made under the Environmental Protection Act (hereafter O REG225

13



346). The model was used to ascribe CH4 concentrations to a ‘virtual’ point226

source, assuming a homogenized wind field. The virtual source was defined227

by wind direction and the shape of AD system components (buildings). For228

this study, the AD unit and main barn were selected as potential sources of229

CH4 (flux denoted as QA and QB, respectively). The original model (O REG230

346) estimated the point concentration within a plume based on a Gaussian231

dispersion pattern and a number of spatial parameters:232

K =
106QF

31.4σyσz
× exp

[
−1

2

(
Y

σy

)2
]
×

{
exp

[
−1

2

(
Z −H
σz

)2
]

+ exp

[
−1

2

(
Z +H

σz

)2
]}

(2.1)

where: K is the concentration of CH4 (µg m−3) at a downwind point of233

impingement (POI, i.e. the sampling intake array), Q is the rate of emission234

(g CH4 s−1) from the virtual point source, F is a unitless factor related235

to atmospheric stability, σy and σz are scaling factors representing lateral236

and vertical dispersion of the pollutant, respectively, Y is the perpendicular237

distance (m) between the wind-oriented centre-line of the plume and the POI,238

Z is the height (m) of the POI above ground, and H is a linear function of the239

height of the emitting building or structure. The term (exp

[
−1

2

(
Z +H

σz

)2
]

)240

is a mirror image of the vertical dispersion term, placed at a negative height241

to represent the quantity of CH4 ‘reflected’ at the lower boundary (i.e. the242

ground, z = 0). A schematic diagram of the plume model and its components243

is seen in Figure 2.3.244

To calculate Y and the dispersion factors (σy and σz), the AD system245
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Figure 2.3: Simplified diagram of plume model calculations, where σy and σz are based
on the downwind distance G and the source width A. The virtual point source is placed
upwind of the emitting building such that the width of the plume is equal to A at G = 0.
The circle at Z represents the point of impingement (measurement).

components were mapped to a coordinate grid system. Wind direction was246

used to determine the coordinates of a wind-oriented box circumscribing each247

mapped point of the chosen source. The geometric centre of this box and248

wind direction were used to plot a plume centre-line on the coordinate grid,249

from which all relevant distances were calculated.250

In typical (industrial) applications of O REG 346, the rate of emission is251

known and the downwind concentration at a POI must be calculated. The252

present analysis uses measurements at a POI to solve for Q by rearranging253

equation 2.1:254

Q =
31.4σyσzK

106 × F × exp

[
−1

2

(
Y

σy

)2
]
×

{
exp

[
−1

2

(
Z −H
σz

)2
]

+ exp

[
−1

2

(
Z +H

σz

)2
]} .
(2.2)

In this model, K is measured, but since no background concentration mea-255

surements were taken (upwind of AD system), background [CH4] was as-256

sumed to be 2.0 ppm throughout the study.257

Atmospheric stability was classified into Pasquill stability classes using258
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solar radiation and surface wind speeds (Hanna et al., 1981). Slight, moder-259

ate, and strong daytime solar radiation was defined as >2, >200, and >600260

W m−2, respectively. Nighttime conditions were identified for half-hour pe-261

riods in which solar radiation was 0±2 W m−2. High surface wind speeds262

indicated neutral conditions. Atmospheric stability classes were used to fil-263

ter data, due to an assumption of neutral atmospheric conditions by the264

dispersion model. Because of this, modeled results generally corresponded265

to periods of medium to high wind speeds in either day or night.266

The results of the dispersion model calculations were filtered by several267

parameters in addition to atmospheric stability. Measurements from T3 were268

chosen exclusively to estimate QA and QB, given that, of the three towers, it269

was most often windward of the storage tank when observing ambient con-270

centrations from the AD unit and barn and hence would be least affected271

by emissions from the storage tank. A spatial filter based on wind direction272

was applied to ensure that the POI was downwind of the defined source for273

any periods used in the model. This filter was based on the average value274

of σy; for the AD unit, half-hour periods were removed if the distance Y ≥275

11 m. For the main barn, the filter removed periods when Y ≥ 24 m. In276

effect, this limited QA estimates to a wind directional range of 256-287°, and277

QB estimates to 293-315° (Figure 2.2). Spatial filters were important for the278

dispersion model because it was deterministic in its estimation of flux. In279

other words, the model would attempt to solve any elevated concentration280

by increasing Q, so estimates of Q became artificially inflated when there281
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was a less clear upwind-downwind correlation between source and sensor,282

respectively. As such, spatial filters based on wind direction were used to283

ensure that the observed concentration was in fact downwind of the defined284

(building) source. An additional filter was used to remove periods in which285

the observed concentration was negative (i.e. <2 ppm background), or ex-286

tremely large (>700 ppm). Unusually high concentrations may have been287

due to sensor or sampling error, or ‘leak testing’ in air sampling lines.288

2.2.4 Micrometeorological Mass Balance289

Emissions from the storage tank were estimated using a micrometeoro-290

logical mass balance (MMB) method. This method is useful for small, het-291

erogeneous area sources (Hu et al., 2014). MMB methods work from the as-292

sumption that a gas (CH4) emitted from a horizontal plane will pass through293

a vertical plane downwind. Thus the flux from an area source can be esti-294

mated from the horizontal flux, integrated across the vertical profile of mea-295

surements downwind (Figure 2.4). This method also neglects the turbulent296

flux across the vertical plane, which may have led to a 10-20% overestimate297

of the flux (Wagner-Riddle et al., 2006).298

Key parameters for the MMB method are the speed and direction of the299

wind, concentrations up- and downwind of the source, and length of source300

area exposed to the mean wind vector (fetch). Mathematically, mean flux is301

calculated by:302
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Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of micrometeorological mass balance assumptions. Average
wind speed (Ūz) measured in a vertical profile at z heights passes over a length (L̄) of the
emitting source, carrying the mass flux (Q) from the source past a downwind vertical plane
(
〈
F̄z

〉
).

〈
F̄z

〉
=

1

L̄

n∑
z=1

Ūz · (c̄sz − c̄bz) ·∆hz, (2.3)

where
〈
F̄z

〉
represents the flux rate (µg m−2 s−1), averaged spatially over the303

4.5 m vertical profile, and temporally over a relevant time scale (1800 s). The304

angled brackets denote spatial averaging, and the overbar on this and other305

terms represents the half-hour average. The height ∆hz (m) is the vertical306

distance (or thickness) over which measurements from height z are assumed307

to be uniform, L̄ is the average fetch (m) across the source to the sensor308

of interest, and was calculated based on a trigonometric analysis of wind309

direction, source diameter, and sensor placement, Ūz is the average wind310

speed at height z (m s−1), and the term (c̄sz − c̄bz) represents the difference311

in average concentration sampled downwind of the source (c̄sz) from the312

background concentration measured upwind (c̄bz).313
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In addition to calculations of fetch, wind direction was also used to deter-314

mine which sensors were downwind, and to apply spatial filtering procedures.315

Periods in which the fetch was small (<15 m), or where upwind and down-316

wind sensors could not be reliably defined were removed. Operationally, wind317

directions from 270° to 20° were removed, as well as directions from about318

90° to 140° (Figure ??).319

Wind speed was also used to filter flux estimates; periods with low wind320

speed (<2.0 m s−1 at 4.50 m height) were removed. The reason for restricting321

these periods from analysis is that low wind speeds may violate the core322

MMB assumption that emissions from a source are captured entirely within a323

vertical downwind measurement profile (Wagner-Riddle et al., 2006). In this324

case, low winds may cause a plume of emissions from the source to rise above325

4.5 m before passing the concentration sensors downwind. Manual filters were326

applied by observing and removing periods in which concentrations at 4.5 m327

were more than 2 ppm greater downwind than upwind.328

2.3 Results and Discussion329

2.3.1 Ambient CH4330

The trend of ambient [CH4], averaged over an interval of 1800 s, rose over331

time (Figure 2.5). The occurrence of infrequent, high-concentration ‘events’332

was observed beginning in 2012, during the initiation of the AD system.333
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Figure 2.5: Half-hourly CH4 concentrations measured at 4.50 m height, upwind of the
storage tank over the entire course of study. Arrows note changes in AD management,
where: (1) the digestion unit was initially loaded with inoculum, (2) the AD system began
producing electricity, (3) the addition of off-farm materials began to supplement dairy
manure, (4) off-farm materials were substantially increased with animal (chicken) waste,
and (5) a large proportion of off-farm material (beef processing waste) was used as an
input (August 2014 only).

These events are, however, limited to concentrations <10 ppmV, until late334

2013. The maximum observed half-hourly concentration at 4.50 m height335

increased from 3.58 ppmV in 2011 to 27.5 ppmV in 2015. Minimum [CH4]336

showed little variation between years, increasing slightly from 1.70 ppmV in337

2011 to 1.88 in 2015 (Table 2.2).338

As described in Section 2.2.2, measurements averaged over 15 s were used339

to analyse spatial and temporal trends in ambient concentration. Figure 2.6340
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Table 2.2: Ambient concentration and emission rate statistical summary. QA and QB rep-
resent modeled CH4 emissions from the anaerobic digester and barn, respectively. ‘MMB
Flux’ refers to CH4 emissions from the storage tank measured with the micrometeorolog-
ical mass balance method. Values of ‘% Biogas’ refer to the median proportion of gas
lost in comparison to the expected biogas capture rate (Section 2.2.1). Biogas was not
produced for electricity until October 2012.

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Ambient
CH4

Mean (ppmV) 2.04 2.03 2.03 2.47 2.48

95% CI ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.03 ±0.04

Min (ppmV) 1.70 1.77 1.67 1.90 1.88

Max (ppmV) 3.58 8.37 17.7 24.7 27.5

n 6417 4631 9000 9217 6132

% data 46.3% 44.9% 54.6% 58.0% 52.2%

Skew 3.60 7.23 17.8 8.05 8.64

Median (ppmV) 2.00 1.97 1.96 2.12 2.15

QA

Mean (g s−1) 0.308 2.59 1.66 5.14 6.81

95% CI ±0.034 ±0.35 ±0.31 ±0.37 ±0.67

n 557 598 840 1322 626

% data 4.0% 5.8% 5.1% 8.3% 5.3%

Skew 2.14 4.56 8.01 2.98 2.81

Median (g s−1) 0.146 1.25 0.581 2.29 3.87

% Biogas - 15.6-25 7.3-11.6 14.3 24.2

QB

Mean (g s−1) 0.829 11.8 3.88 14.5 18.3

95% CI ±0.074 ±1.0 ±1.35 ±2.0 ±2.6

n 608 380 394 550 193

% data 4.4% 3.7% 2.4% 3.5% 1.6%

Skew 3.53 4.39 5.86 5.81 1.31

Median (g s−1) 0.610 4.99 0.644 5.03 10.5

% Biogas - 62.4-100 8.1-12.9 31.4 65.6

MMB
Flux

Mean (g s−1) 0.224 0.069 0.066 0.200 0.291

95% CI ±0.008 ±0.003 ±0.003 ±0.009 ±0.013

n 4677 2155 4166 3083 1684

% data 33.8% 20.9% 25.3% 19.4% 14.3%

Skew 2.15 1.47 2.62 2.26 1.06

Median (g s−1) 0.0924 0.0416 0.0279 0.0639 0.217

% Biogas - 0.5-0.8 0.3-0.6 0.4 1.4
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provides a comparative illustration of how [CH4] responded to wind direc-341

tion at the fine time scale. In 2011, ambient concentrations were closely342

distributed around 2 ppmV CH4, with little influence of winds from the barn343

or AD sectors. Recall that the AD unit had not yet been built. Observed344

increases above background [CH4] were therefore attributable to enteric emis-345

sions from dairy cattle housed in and dairy manure stored under the barn.346

By 2015, increases in ambient [CH4] were seen to vary strongly with wind347

direction. Notable sectors were the barn and AD unit, from which ambient348

[CH4] was consistently greater than the ‘background’ concentration (approx.349

2 ppmV). Similar to the pattern of events seen in Figure 2.5, the trend of350

sector-attributed ambient [CH4] was first seen in 2012, but was most visible351

in 2014 and 2015 (Figure A.3, A.5, and A.6). High ambient concentrations352

were not expected to be seen originating from the storage tank, based on the353

height of measurements (4.50 m), and their proximity to the tank.354

Ambient CH4 concentrations over time were summarized by a frequency355

analysis which selected observations based on the defined wind sectors. These356

data confirmed that between 2011 and 2015, increasingly greater ambient357

concentrations were associated with periods in which the AD unit and main358

barn were directly upwind of the measurement point (Figure A.2 - A.6). As359

an example, the median concentration observed from the AD sector increased360

significantly from 2.07 to 3.26 ppmV CH4 between 2011 and 2015; median361

concentrations from the field sector only increased from 2.00 to 2.07 ppmV362

over the same period. In 2012, field-related concentrations were lower than363
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of ambient concentrations and wind angle between 2011 (pre-
digestion) and 2015 (full production). Wind direction (gray line) is an indicator of the
spatial origin of CH4 (shaded regions).

in 2011, but the median concentration from the AD and barn sectors were364

0.07 and 0.66 greater than in 2011, respectively.365

Observations of [CH4] from T3, removed from any wind direction filter366

or attribution to GPS-derived sector, were plotted in wind rose charts (Fig-367

ure 2.7). In these plots, the median concentration from the chosen period368

has been subtracted from each observation to highlight spatial regions that369

were driving the increase in central tendency. The increase in ambient [CH4]370

reported above was seen again in the unfiltered data and was distinctly as-371

sociated with the northwest quadrant (AD system, main barn). Specifically,372
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between 2012 and 2015, concentrations greater than 10 ppmV above the me-373

dian began occurring and increased in frequency, primarily from the direction374

of the AD system.375

Condensing the above results, average values of ambient [CH4] are seen376

in Figure 2.8. Mean ambient [CH4] was seen to be statistically similar be-377

tween 2011, 2012, and 2013. Nonparametric tests of the median, however,378

showed significant differences between these years, with 2013 exhibiting the379

lowest ambient [CH4]. Between 2013 and 2014 there was a 0.44±0.04 ppmV380

increase in mean ambient [CH4], and an approximate 0.15 ppmV increase in381

the median. There was no observed difference between median ambient con-382

centrations in 2014 and 2015 (Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, p = 0.050). Mean383

and median concentrations in 2014 and 2015 were significantly greater than384

any of the the previous three years. The observed increases in ambient con-385

centrations coincided with a change in feedstock management on the farm,386

namely, the use of chicken and beef processing waste (Table 2.1). In addition387

to the changes in feedstock type, there was also a doubling of the feedstock388

mass coming from off-farm sources in the second half of 2013 which continued389

through 2014 and 2015 (Figure 2.8).390

2.3.2 Dispersion Model Results391

Statistical results of the dispersion model, considering the AD unit (QA)392

and main barn (QB) as the source of emissions, are presented in Table 2.2.393

Results were combined with respect to the year of study. Mean and median394
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Figure 2.7: Differences between the half-hourly mean concentrations of CH4 measured at
4.50 m, Tower 3, and overall median of all intakes at 4.50 m during (a) 2011, (b) 2012 and
2013, and (c) 2014 and 2015. Each wind chart shows the half-hour mean wind direction in
the angle axis, and relative frequency of observations in the radial axis. Each bar occupies
an arc of 5°.
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Figure 2.8: Yearly mean and median [CH4] measured upwind of the concrete storage tank
and at 4.50 m height. Proportion of off-farm material by mass (dashed line) in digester
input increased between 2013 and 2014.

estimates of QB were roughly three times greater than QA. The following395

results will focus on QA, with a following discussion as to why estimates from396

the barn source may not be valid. Mean values are reported in Table 2.2,397

however the median is more representative of central tendency as flux data398

was not normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk test, p � 0.001 for each year).399

Tests of the median QA and QB revealed that each year was significantly400

different than every other (Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, p � 0.001).401

In the case where the AD unit was the defined source, the lowest modeled402

fluxes occurred in 2011, with a median value 75% lower than in 2013, the next403

lowest year. However, data from 2011 may be considered insubstantial since404

the AD system had not yet been constructed. Without a building upon which405

the dispersion model was based, wind flow at the site would not support the406

model’s assumptions. Data from 2011 are included here to illustrate that,407
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while holding the model parameters constant, there was a significant change408

in observed emissions before and after the digester installation. It should be409

noted that although mean ambient [CH4] did not change significantly during410

2011 - 2013, the dispersion model results indicate that fugitive emissions411

were originating from the AD system as early as 2012. This is consistent412

with the analysis of ambient CH4 concentrations by sector presented above413

and in Figure A.3.414

Comparing between operational years, QA was estimated to be approxi-415

mately 0.7 g s−1 higher in 2012, while the biogas system was being initiated,416

than in 2013. Assuming a biogas production rate of 50 - 80 m3 h−1, QA417

represented CH4 losses of at least 15.6% and 7.3% of the total CH4 captured418

from biogas in 2012 and 2013, respectively. In 2013, where 7 - 10% off-farm419

material was used for most of the year, QA was significantly lower than any420

other operating year. This year also demonstrated the greatest biogas cap-421

ture efficiency (11.6%, Table 2.2). Biogas production in 2013 was, however,422

roughly half of that seen in 2014 and 2015. In the later half of 2013, off-farm423

materials were increased to approximately 20% of the digestion feedstock.424

Biogas production subsequently increased (to approximately 160 m3 h−1), as425

did estimates of fugitive emissions on site. Significant increases in QA were426

observed between 2013-2014 and similarly between 2014-2015. During peak427

operation in 2015, QA was estimated to be 24% of the total captured CH4.428

A plot of mean daily QA shows an increasing trend with several large429

fugitive emission events similar to those observed in ambient [CH4] (Figure430
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Figure 2.9: Digester fugitive CH4 flux from 2011 - 2015 estimated with dispersion model
method. Gray and black bars represent daily mean air temperature and CH4 flux, respec-
tively.

2.9). One particular event is seen in mid-2012, likely associated with the431

initial batch loading of the AD unit. Following this, over a period of roughly a432

year, estimated fugitive emissions were relatively small. In late 2013, fugitive433

emission events increase in frequency and magnitude, again coinciding with434

the change in feedstock management.435

The fugitive emissions modeled here are comparable to those reported in436

the literature. For example, average fugitive CH4 emissions from a 1 MW437

AD system using both manure and other organic feedstocks ranged from438
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0.89 to 7.39 g s−1 during normal and flaring (excess production) periods,439

respectively (Flesch et al., 2011).These values represented 3.1% (normal)440

and 19% (flaring) of produced CH4 during the periods in which they were441

measured. In the present study, 2013 may be considered a ‘normal’ year,442

while 2014 and 2015 likely experienced excessive leakages of CH4. Note,443

however, that this study did not include estimates of emissions from the flare444

tower on site. Studying a biogas plant digesting liquid manure and energy445

crops, Groth et al. (2015) found fugitive emissions to be 2.8 g s−1 (3.8% CH4446

production). Relatively more efficient operation was observed by Reinelt447

et al. (2016), who reported fugitive emission losses of 0.06% and 3.88% from448

two separate case studies. Each of the above studies recognized the strong449

temporal variability of fugitive emissions, whether it was caused by digestate450

agitation activity, excess gas flaring, or pressure-relief-valve openings.451

Modeled emissions from the main barn (QB) are presented in Table 2.2.452

Estimates of QB from 2011, before digester installation, may be indicative453

of enteric emissions from the rumen of housed dairy cattle. Accordingly,454

enteric CH4 emissions were estimated to be between 0.77 and 0.88 g s−1, from455

the herd population and data from Jayasundara and Wagner-Riddle (2014).456

Modeled QB was very close to this value (mean = 0.829, median = 0.610) in457

2011. Estimates of CH4 emission rates in dairy cattle made by Ngwabie et al.458

(2014), when applied to this study, were 0.96 g s−1, only slightly higher than459

QB in 2011. While 2011 may be representative of enteric emissions, fugitive460

emissions in subsequent years are likely to have been inflated.461
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Following digester installation, the median QB was approximately 5 g s−1
462

in 2012 and 2014, and approximately 10 g s−1 in 2015. These values of QB463

represented CH4 losses greater than expected from previous literature, and464

were likely due to contributions from biogas system components located in465

the area between the barn and meteorological towers such as the mixing tank466

or electrical generation unit. A similar emission rate to QB (7.39 g s−1) was467

observed by Flesch et al. (2011), but only during venting/flaring periods of468

a biogas plant generating roughly four times the energy of the present site.469

The following paragraphs discuss reasons as to why QB was overestimated.470

Value ‘A’ in O REG is the cross-wind-width of the source building (Figure471

2.3). The barn had a large A value due to its width; for larger values of A472

the virtual source would be placed further from the POI, generally increasing473

modeled source strength Q. In practice, the barn siding would often be474

lowered to allow for ventilation, diminishing any turbulent cavity on the475

leeward side of the building. Further, the mixing tank (a possible CH4 source)476

would have had a much smaller width (A ≈ 2 m), but due to its proximity to477

the barn, they were treated as a single source (Figure 2.1). Thus, modeled478

QB after 2011 may have been amplified by the assumption of a well mixed479

plume on the leeward side of the barn.480

In addition to the above, due to the proximity of sources (the AD and481

Barn occupied the same northeast quadrant), emissions from the AD and482

Barn may have ‘overlapped’. In the case of calculating QB, observed AD483

emissions would be attributed to only the barn-oriented virtual source. Since484
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the barn was more distant from the points of measurement, an increase in485

[CH4] due to the AD would result in a greater relative increase in the estimate486

of QB than QA.487

Despite uncertainty in the model’s ability to realize fugitive emissions488

from the barn source once the biogas system was in place, the results pre-489

sented here show that: (a) the model was sufficiently accurate in estimating490

emissions from only the barn (in 2011), and (b) fugitive emissions originating491

from sources in the same sector as the barn (i.e. the mixing tank, digester,492

or electrical generation unit) significantly increased estimated emissions fol-493

lowing installation.494

2.3.3 Storage Tank Flux (MMB)495

Estimated CH4 emissions from the storage tank, using MMB methodol-496

ogy, showed variation with respect to seasonal/daily temperature and AD497

management (Figure A.1). In 2011 the storage tank was used for undigested498

dairy manure, and average emissions from the tank were 298±6 µg m−2 s−1
499

(0.224 ±0.008 g s−1, Table 2.2). In 2012 the initial batch loading and opera-500

tion of the AD unit using solid and liquid dairy manure began. CH4 flux from501

digestate storage was similar between 2012 and 2013, averaging 91.6±2.1 and502

87.3±1.7 µg m−2 s−1, respectively. Reduced storage tank emissions follow-503

ing the initiation of biogas production indicates that AD may play a role in504

the mitigation of CH4 from manure management. However, storage emis-505

sions grew in 2014 and 2015, to a yearly mean of 266±6 and 388±9 µg m−2
506
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s−1 (0.200±0.009 and 0.291±0.013 g s−1), respectively, which represented no507

significant reduction from 2011 (Table 2.2).508

Fugitive emissions from the storage tank were roughly an order of mag-509

nitude smaller than QA, similar to difference between operational periods510

observed by Flesch et al. (2011). Alone, storage tank emissions represented a511

loss of approximately 1% of the produced biogas, which corresponds to con-512

servative assumptions about the magnitude of AD fugitive emissions (Reinelt513

et al., 2016). The difference in magnitude observed between emissions from514

the storage tank and anaerobic digester, while derived from two separate515

methods, illustrates the importance of monitoring various sources within the516

biogas production system.517

2.4 Conclusions518

Based on the results presented here, it can be concluded that the prac-519

tice of biogas production elevated ambient [CH4] at this particular site above520

expected background (field) conditions. This increase in concentration was521

spatially related to the installed digestion system, and was indicative of an522

increasing trend in fugitive emissions from the site. Fugitive emissions from523

an open digestate storage tank were relatively smaller than those estimated524

from the biogas plant itself, however, both estimates increased significantly525

following an increase in off-farm organic matter to the feedstock recipe. Sum-526

ming fugitive emissions from the digestion unit and storage tank suggests that527
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these losses range from 7.6% to 25.8% of the total captured biogas from the528

plant.529

In considering the GHG mitigation potential of AD technology, the use of530

off-farm materials as an input feedstock should be carefully managed to avoid531

excess biogas production. The results obtained in this study will be used in532

the development of a full life-cycle assessment of greenhouse gas emissions533

from AD, which will include avoided emissions from diverting off-farm food534

waste from landfill.535
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CHAPTER 3536

Error analysis of an open-path537

spectrometer538

3.1 Introduction539

Methane (CH4) is a potent greenhouse gas (GHG), equivalent to 28 times540

the global warming potential (GWP100) of carbon dioxide (CO2) by mass541

(Myhre et al., 2013). Since 1750, globally averaged surface CH4 concentra-542

tions have more than doubled from 722±25 ppb to 1803±2 ppb, accompanied543

by a 0.48±0.05 Wm-2 increase in direct radiative forcing (Myhre et al., 2013).544

Accordingly, CH4 is identified as one of three main GHGs contributing to cli-545

mate change, the others being CO2 and nitrous oxide (N2O).546

Agriculture is a large contributor to anthropogenic CH4, representing547

roughly half of these emissions globally (Broucek, 2014). Within this sec-548

tor, livestock is considered to produce the majority (~80%) of CH4 through549

enteric fermentation (within ruminants) and the management of livestock550

manure. However, accurately identifying CH4 emissions by country and551
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source remains a challenge; in general, the diversity and complexity of in-552

dividual sources makes bottom-up estimates difficult, while top-down ap-553

proaches are limited by generalizing assumptions (Dlugokencky et al., 2016;554

Karimi-Zindashty et al., 2012). For example, the widely used IPCC Tier 2555

methodology for estimating agricultural GHG inventories considers factors556

such as regional temperature and manure management (MM) practices, but557

may be subject to large uncertainty from the assumption of a few key pa-558

rameters (Dong et al., 2006; Karimi-Zindashty et al., 2012; Owen and Silver,559

2015). Such top-down methods can be improved by advancing field based560

measurements in a variety of systems.561

Several micrometeorological techniques have been developed in an at-562

tempt to quantify agricultural GHG emissions at the field scale (Hu et al.,563

2014). The backward Lagrangian Stochastic (bLS) inverse dispersion method564

has seen various refinements in the last decade, which have informed opti-565

mal sensor placement and data filtering, and reduced measurement error in566

non-ideal environmental conditions (Gao et al., 2010; Hu et al., 2016). This567

methodology is valuable in emission measurement from feedlots and MM568

systems (including anaerobic digestion systems), two important agricultural569

sources of CH4 (Hrad et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2014).570

Open-path (line-averaging) tunable diode lasers (TDLs) have commonly571

been used in conjunction with bLS methods. TDL spectroscopy reduces572
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interference from other gases by tuning the diode laser wavelength to a spe-573

cific absorption line; measurements of CH4 are therefore potentially accu-574

rate to 0.1 ppb, but because of precise tuning only one gas species (CH4)575

can be measured by each device (Hu et al., 2014). Open-path TDL sensors576

(e.g. GasFinder, GasFinder2, Boreal Laser Inc.) have been instrumental in577

the development and assessment of bLS methods, especially with respect to578

emissions from feedlots, pastures, and manure management systems (Flesch579

et al., 2004; Hu et al., 2016). Use of bLS with open-path lasers also allows580

whole-farm emissions to be deduced, a quantity difficult to estimate by more581

traditional air sampling, eddy covariance, or chamber techniques (McGinn582

et al., 2006). These sensors have provided an advantage over other instru-583

ments in that they are highly portable, easily deployed, and they allow for584

flexibility with respect to complex or irregularly shaped sources. In addition,585

processes for applying open-path TDL measurements to bLS methods are586

described in detail, and corresponding analysis software (WindTrax, Thun-587

der Beach Scientific) is available at no cost. Therefore, characterization of588

the performance of open-path TDLs is an important step in assessing the589

accuracy and precision of CH4 emission estimates obtained from inverse dis-590

persion methods.591

The instrument considered in this chapter is a new model of open-path592
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TDL spectrometer (GasFinder3 [GF3], Boreal Laser Inc., Unit # CH4OP-593

30007). The digital signal recorded by GF3 is in units of ppm·m (parts-per-594

million × metre), which is comprised of concentration and distance parame-595

ters. The new sensor seeks to incorporate more robust hardware and software596

compensation to account for changes in atmospheric temperature and pres-597

sure. Precise temperature control over the laser and instrument components598

is intended to improve device stability and accuracy when deployed across599

temperatures ranging from -40 to 50°C. The consideration of temperature600

compensation is particularly relevant to Canadian research, as the seasonal601

temperature range is often greater in Canadian climates than nearer to the602

equator, and seasonal temperature effects on emissions from MM are still603

being studied (VanderZaag et al., 2014).604

A confidence factor (R2) in the GF3’s alignment is measured with re-605

spect to the signal received from the reference cell, and recorded alongside606

concentration values. This value is determined from the regression of two607

absorption spectrum curves: one obtained from the measurement path, and608

another from the reference cell. Since the reference cell contains CH4, R2 is609

related not only to the laser alignment with a reflective surface, but also to610

the path-integrated concentration being measured (Figure 3.1). Previously,611

the manufacturer has provided a quantitative relationship between R2 and612

instrument accuracy (Table 3.1). It is important to closely examine this re-613

lationship for a new generation of instruments since R2 is regularly used as614

a filtering parameter, and accuracy above a particular R2 is often assumed.615
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Figure 3.1: Typical plot of R2 versus concentration (ppm·m) in the previous GasFinder
generation (Boreal Laser Inc., 2003).

The purpose of this chapter is to experimentally evaluate the performance616

of the GF3 sensor. Relative (%) and signal (ppm·m) bias, precision, and ac-617

curacy will be quantified with respect to the path integrated concentration618

and R2 through laboratory testing with optimized optical conditions. Fur-619

ther, claims of stability in a wide range of temperatures will be tested by620

comparing room temperature performance to that at temperatures <3°C.621

From this, recommendations for GF3 calibration and use will be made.622
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Table 3.1: Laboratory determinations of R2 and measurement accuracy in GasFinder2
(Boreal Laser Inc., 2003).

R2 (%) Measurement Accuracy (%)
>95 ±2
90 ±5
70 ±10
50 ±15
40 ±20
30 ±25
15 ±50
10 ±70
<5 ±100

3.2 Methodology623

3.2.1 Experimental Design624

The following section outlines two laboratory experiments undertaken to625

assess the measurement bias and precision present in an open-path spec-626

trometer (GF3). The first test was performed at ambient (room) tempera-627

ture (~21°C) and used a range of path lengths and CH4 concentrations to628

develop a relationship between the measured path-integrated concentration629

and associated error. The second experiment assessed instrument error in630

cold conditions. Considering the open-path nature of the instrument, static631

performance was achieved by containing the measurement path within a cal-632

ibration chamber to be filled with prepared concentrations of CH4. Cham-633

bers are often used to calibrate open-path lasers (e.g. LI-7500RS, LI-COR634

Biosciences, Lincoln, NE), and although the GF3 is designed for adjustable635
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path lengths that are typically longer than other open-path sensors’, a simi-636

lar method of calibration adapted to the GF3’s design can be applied to this637

device.638

A telescoping cylindrical calibration chamber was built from three 1 m639

length (total length = 3 m) sections of polyvinyl chloride (PVC). One section640

had a smaller diameter (7.6 cm) than the others (10.2 cm), allowing the path641

length to be adjusted by sliding the smaller section within the others. Rubber642

joints between PVC sections were secured with steel straps. One end of the643

calibration chamber held a piece of reflective paper (supplied by the laser644

manufacturer) used to return the infrared (IR) signal to the GF3 unit. This645

type of reflective surface provides reliable light return for path lengths up to646

10 m, and is suitable for the present application (Boreal Laser Inc., 2003).647

Both the ‘Light’ (Rx) and ‘Confidence Factor’ (R2) values reported by the648

GF3 unit were used to check that the laser was properly aligned during649

measurement, and were within the normal operating range (Rx >1000, R2
650

>95%) across all relevant measurement periods.651

Tubing (6.35 mm inner diameter) was fitted to either end of the calibra-652

tion chamber. Tubing at the reflective end acted as an inlet for standard653

concentrations of CH4. An open ‘window’ (diameter = 2.5 cm) at the end654

opposite the reflective surface allowed for measurement within the chamber655

by the GF3 laser. This window was a passive outlet for CH4 and kept the656

chamber at atmospheric pressure. A 6.35 mm line at the open end was657

used to draw samples of air to a closed-path tunable-diode laser trace gas658
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analyser (TGA-100A, Campbell Scientific, Inc., Logan, UT) during the first659

experiment. Measurements from the TGA-100A provided a comparison to660

the GF3 signal, and allowed for high resolution monitoring of [CH4] at the661

chamber outlet. Flowmeters installed at both inlet and sample lines ensured662

that there was a net supply of CH4 gas to the chamber during experimental663

trials.664

Path length was always measured from the front of the GF3 unit to the665

reflective surface, and included a small (3 - 5 cm) gap between the instrument666

and calibration chamber. The potential effect of this gap in the measurement667

path will be explored in the Results section.668

3.2.1.1 Ambient Temperature Tests669

Tests of instrument error with respect to path-integrated concentration670

at room temperature occurred between July 13th and August 12th, 2016.671

During this time the GF3 system was not moved from the lab in which testing672

was being performed (Guelph, ON). The system was routinely powered down673

when not in use, and was given approximately 30-60 minutes to stabilize after674

powering on and initial alignment before measurements were taken. This is675

important to note since the device would occasionally exhibit an oscillating676

or wave-like pattern in the digital signal shortly after powering on.677

Experimental trials were performed for path lengths ranging from 1.1 m678

to 3.0 m (at 0.1 m intervals, to give 20 unique lengths), at CH4 concentrations679

of 10.6, 19.8, 30.6, 41.1, and 60.8 ppm. Path-integrated concentrations from680
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of instrumentation setup (room temperature)

11.66 - 182.4 ppm·m were therefore observed. Certified concentrations of CH4681

used here and elsewhere in this study (five separately prepared cylinders)682

were supplied by Linde Canada Ltd. and assumed to be accurate to ±2%.683

These standard gas concentrations, rather than the TGA-100A, were used684

to calibrate the GF3 device. The flow rates of input CH4 and TGA-100A685

sampled air were controlled at ~10 L min−1 and ~6 L min−1, respectively.686

Figure 3.2 further illustrates the described calibration system.687

For measurements taken at each pairing of path length and concentra-688

tion, 3-minute periods of static performance were selected from recorded data689

based on the methodology described in Section 3.2.3. The period of mea-690

surement used here is shorter than typical micrometeorological field methods691

where the time scale is generally 15 minutes to an hour. However, in this692
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laboratory experiment, system components were held static for a period of693

time that was relatively large compared to the logging rate of the instrument.694

Sampled data were therefore assumed to be representative of instrument per-695

formance.696

Temperature during experimentation was recorded manually at half-hour697

intervals from a thermostat in the lab.698

3.2.1.2 Cold Temperature Tests699

Cold temperature trials were conducted between Nov 18th and Dec 8th,700

2016, during which the GF3 remained operational. For these tests, the GF3701

unit and calibration tube were placed inside a controlled environment cham-702

ber (CEC) (Enviro-Line, Nor-Lake Inc., Hudson WI). The CEC had internal703

dimensions 1.5× 1.5× 2.5 m. Gas cylinders supplied CH4 to the 2 m length704

calibration tube through 6.35 mm tubing from outside the CEC (Figure 3.3).705

CH4 was added at a rate of 7 L min−1 for 10 minutes at a time (having a706

volume of 12.7 L, the tube would fill in approximately 2-3 minutes). From707

these data, 5-minute periods of static performance were selected for analy-708

sis. The same prepared concentrations used in the previous experiment were709

applied here as well.710

A pair of thermocouples were placed in the PVC tube at either end (TCn711

nearest the GF3 and TCf at the reflective surface); these were used to cor-712

roborate the temperature signal of the CEC as well as identify any small713
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Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of instrumentation setup in cold controlled environment
chamber

scale fluctuations in temperature from the addition of CH4. The tempera-714

ture signal from each thermocouple was logged at 1 Hz and further averaged715

to a rate of 0.5 Hz to match the measurement period of the GF3.716

A relative humidity sensor (HMP-35A, Campbell Scientific, Inc., Logan,717

UT) was placed inside the CEC and likewise logged data at 1 Hz during718

measurement periods.719

In these trials, the TGA-100A was not used to sample air at the mouth720

of the calibration tube. The GF3 signal was therefore compared against the721

manufacturer-certified concentration, as well as the system’s performance in722

room temperature conditions.723

The measurement path was maintained at 2 m throughout testing and no724
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changes were made to the adjustment of the IR beam or reflective surface once725

alignment was initially obtained. In this sense, errors arising from changes726

in the reflection factors (R2 and Rx) were minimised. However, the range of727

path-integrated concentrations in this assessment was limited to 21.2, 39.6,728

61.2, 82.2, and 121.6 ppm·m. For simplicity, CH4 concentrations used in cold729

temperatures will be referred to by their nominal (i.e. rounded, ppm) values.730

Adequate alignment was checked prior to any testing and data recorded by731

the GF3 agreed with the lab observation that alignment/reflection conditions732

were nearly identical between trials.733

The CEC was lowered to approximately 2, 0, -4, -7, and -11°C. At each734

stage it was required to exhibit a sustained operating temperature (for at735

least 1 hour) so that static performance of the GF3 could be assessed. How-736

ever, small fluctuations in the chamber temperature (<0.5°C) were observed737

and likely unavoidable. Prior to filling the calibration tube, the ‘Path Tem-738

perature’ setting in the GF3 path parameters was set to the nearest expected739

degree.740

3.2.2 Methane Measurements741

The open-path laser used in the following experiments was a prototype742

version of GasFinder3 (GF3) Portable System (Boreal Laser Inc., Edmon-743

ton, AB). The device had the serial number CH4OP-30007. At the time of744

measurement, the system was operating with Software/Menu version 0.0.35b,745

Digital Board version 1.2.4c, and Laser Driver version 1.23. Its most recent746
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calibration date was Nov 19, 2015.747

The GF3 signal was recorded in units of ppm·m at a rate of 0.5 Hz.748

This could be converted to units of ppm by dividing the measured value by749

the defined path length (recorded both in a log book and the GF3 internal750

logging system). Similarly, the set of standard gas concentrations in ppm751

was converted to units of ppm·m by finding the product of the concentration752

and path length. The relevance of using either unit will be discussed later.753

Measurements from the TGA-100A were calibrated using a 2-point cali-754

bration method. A reference point (0 ppm CH4) was obtained by measuring755

pure helium (He2), and a second point was measured from a tank of certi-756

fied 60.8 ppm CH4. Primary calibrations of the GF3 were performed against757

manufacturer-provided standard gas concentrations rather than the TGA-758

100A, and the TGA-100A was used to ensure that the concentration of CH4759

was stable throughout the length of the chamber during measurement peri-760

ods.761

3.2.3 Data Filtering and Analysis762

GF3 data were initially filtered by removing diagnostic and line-centering763

strings. In addition, the status code of the GF3 was required to be posi-764

tive (i.e. = 1) for any period of measurement considered, indicating normal765

operation. Since it would take some time for the flow of CH4 to fill the766

PVC chamber, only periods after the concentration stabilized were consid-767

ered. Visual inspection of the data was used to ensure that the filtered signal768
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exhibited stable, static performance (i.e. slope of the digital signal with time769

≈ 0).770

Bias in the GF3 signal is defined as the mean error:771

ε =
1

N

N∑
n=1

εn, (3.1)

where N is the total number of data points, and εn is the error (i.e. the772

difference between the GF3 signal and the standard gas concentrations) at773

data point n. Imprecision is defined as twice the standard deviation of the774

errors:775

2Sε = 2

√√√√ 1

N − 1

N∑
n=1

(εn − ε). (3.2)

Instrument inaccuracy may be referred to as bias±imprecision, or ε ± 2Sε776

(Brock and Richardson, 2001).777

3.2.3.1 Ambient Temperature Tests778

Measurements from the GF3 were used to calculate the error with re-779

spect to the prepared standard gas concentrations (as in Equation 3.1). Data780

recorded with the TGA-100A were averaged over the logging period of the781

GF3, but were not used for calibration purposes. Each 3-minute measure-782

ment period consisted of 90 data points, for a total of n = 9000 (90 × 20783

lengths × 5 [CH4]) over the entire set of ambient temperature lab observa-784

tions.785
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Average temperature over the measurement period was used to apply786

post-hoc temperature corrections to the GF3 signal based on a reference787

curve supplied by the manufacturer. Prior to using the GF3, the ‘Path Tem-788

perature’ parameter was set to the nearest rounded-down degree C. Because789

of this, temperature corrections were small (<1% of the signal) and correction790

coefficients were always >1.791

‘Path Pressure’ was set at 97.33 kPa by the GF3 device, based on a user-792

input estimate of elevation, however an independent estimate of pressure was793

also made. A digital pressure sensor (BMP180, Bosch Sensortec, Reutlingen,794

Germany) was used to generate a linear relationship between pressure in the795

lab and a nearby weather station (Elora RCS) based on a series of 72 data796

points collected hourly. From that relationship, weather station data was797

retroactively used to estimate pressure in the lab during experimental trials.798

Corrections were applied based on the quotient of the coefficients for the799

estimated pressure over the ‘Path Pressure’ parameter.800

There are four definitions of relative (%) error used here to describe801

the GF3 signal in comparison to concentration standards: mean bias (ε),802

distance-specific bias (εd), ppm-specific bias (εc), and ppm·m-specific bias803

(εd,c). Each term refers to a unique subset of data based on the averaging804

operation performed, and each error (unless otherwise specified) was cal-805

culated using the difference between the GF3 signal and the standard gas806

concentrations as in equation 3.1, then reported as a percent of the theoret-807

ical (standard concentration). ε is simply the mean error across the entire808
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set of data points (n = 9000). εd is defined as the mean error with respect809

to a distance, that is, the average error from the range of concentration mea-810

surements belonging to that path length (n = 450). εc likewise defines error811

with respect to the specific standard concentration used to fill the calibration812

chamber, across a range of path lengths (n = 1800). Finally, εd,c represents813

the mean error for a specific intersection of path length and concentration (n814

= 90). Signal errors (in ppm·m) are expressed as E, with otherwise identical815

notation to that described above.816

The reason for defining error this way is that calibrations, by definition,817

attempt to remove the bias from a set of observations. Using only ε, bias818

would appear to be near zero after any calibration. Because the GF3 signal819

is composed of both spectral (concentration) and spatial (path length) pa-820

rameters, there is reason to believe that errors may be stratified based on the821

influence of path length or concentration or both. The present set of mean822

error definitions will allow for the analysis of the error profile with respect823

to those two parameters. Defining mean error this way also allows for the824

calculation of standard deviations specific to cross-sections or sub-sections of825

data.826

Linear, quadratic, and cubic calibration functions were obtained through827

a least-squares regression of measured data points (n = 9000). In addition828

to these ‘full’ calibrations, an effort was made to segregate data based on the829

potential influence of path length. To do so, separate calibration equations830

were determined for data subsets belonging to each individual path length831
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(n = 450). These ‘path-respective’ calibrations were applied to only their832

associated measurements and resulting errors were calculated normally.833

3.2.3.2 Cold Temperature Tests834

In the cold temperature tests, the mean of TCn and TCf (°C) was used to835

apply a further post-hoc temperature correction based on the reference curve836

supplied by the manufacturer. Pressure corrections were applied as above.837

Measurements at ambient temperature were included (where applicable) to838

the analysis of data observed over the range of cold temperatures.839

Definitions of error similar to those used above were employed for the840

analysis of error arising from operating temperature. In this case, tempera-841

ture was a modified parameter while path length remained constant, there-842

fore the definitions ε (n = 4500), εT (n = 750), εc (n = 900), and εT,c (n =843

150) are used to refer to relative errors observed under specific temperatures844

and/or concentrations. E, ET, E c, and ET,c are likewise used to refer to845

signal (ppm·m) errors.846

Errors in the uncalibrated signal under a range of temperatures were com-847

pared to and alongside those made at room temperature. In addition, the848

calibration equations applied above were assessed in terms of their applica-849

bility to cold conditions.850
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3.3 Results and Discussion851

3.3.1 Ambient Temperature Assessment852

Figure 3.4: Transfer plots of: (a) path-independent ppm (GF3) against standard concen-
tration (ppm), and (b) measured ppm·m (GF3) against path-integrated standard concen-
tration (ppm × m).

Among all observations at room temperature (n = 9000), GF3 mea-853

surements showed a positive bias above expected concentrations. Figure854

3.4 displays transfer plots of path-independent (ppm) and path-integrated855

(ppm·m) concentrations measured by the GF3 against those expected from856

prepared certified CH4 concentrations. Average relative bias (ε) across all857

path-integrated concentrations was 8.76±0.10%, while signal bias (E ) was858

4.67±0.07 ppm·m. GF3 imprecision was 9.28% (3.38 ppm·m), indicating859

that the mean bias varied widely over the range of concentrations observed.860
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Figure 3.5: Percent error plots of: (a) ppm-specific bias (εc), (b)distance-specific bias (εd),
and (c) ppm·m-specific bias (εd,c) present in uncalibrated data. Error bars represent the
standard deviation of 0.5 Hz data.
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The variation in relative GF3 error can be seen in Figure 3.5. Both rela-861

tive bias and imprecision tended to decrease along the axes of concentration862

(Figure 3.5a) and path length (Figure 3.5b). For example, instrument in-863

accuracy was 14.1±11.8% across all measurements using 10 ppm CH4, but864

decreased to 4.58±3.02% at 60 ppm (Figure 3.5a). The largest errors specific865

to path length and concentration (Figure 3.5c) were seen when the lowest866

gas standard (10 ppm) was used with short path lengths from 1.1 - 2.2 m.867

Since both components of the path-integrated concentration ([CH4] and868

path length) have a negative relationship with bias and imprecision, GF3869

accuracy was improved at higher observed ppm·m. Interestingly, this change870

in accuracy was unrelated to differences in R2 as detailed in Table 3.1. R2
871

recorded by the GF3 unit was always above 95% in these measurements,872

and no significant difference in the distribution of R2 was found between873

treatments. In addition, the attribution of imprecision to low R2 would not874

account for the positive bias observed here.875

Plotting εd,c against path-integrated concentration provides a clearer in-876

dication of the inverse relationship between relative bias and ppm·m (Figure877

3.6). Relative bias ranged from 22.6% at 17 ppm·m to 2.51% at 182 ppm·m.878

A relationship between ppm·m and relative bias may be most useful in cal-879

ibrating the GF3’s digital output or generating post-hoc correction factors.880

In contrast to relative bias, E d,c showed a weakly positive relationship with881

path-integrated concentration, increasing from 2 ppm·m error at 20 ppm·m to882

around 6 ppm·m error at 140 ppm·m (Figure 3.6). From the concentrations883
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observed here, the relationship between signal error and ppm·m became rela-884

tively constant above 100 ppm·m. Signal (ppm·m) error will be most relevant885

for bLS field practitioners, where the determination of a concentration differ-886

ence over the background (upwind) is necessary for flux calculations. These887

results suggest that a bias may arise from taking upwind and downwind mea-888

surements from vastly different path-integrated concentrations. From Figure889

3.6b, for example, if measuring upwind concentrations at 10 m × 2 ppm (20890

ppm·m) and downwind at 50 m × 2 ppm (100 ppm·m), one could expect a891

bias of:892

E =
100 + 6ppm ·m

50m
− 20 + 2ppm ·m

10m
893

E = −0.08ppm.

This bias is relatively small and circumstantial but should nonetheless be894

considered when siting upwind and downwind sensors.895

Similarly to bias, the standard deviation of relative errors (Sεd,c) was di-896

minished as ppm·m increased, while SE d,c had a mostly neutral trend (Figure897

3.7). It should be noted that even with R2 >95%, relative imprecision (2Sε)898

was greater than ±2% for path-integrated concentrations <80 ppm·m, ap-899

proximately (Table A.1).900

Linear, quadratic, and cubic calibration equations were determined and901

subsequently applied to filtered, measured data. Table 3.2 describes the form902

of each calibration equation applied to the group of n = 9000. A summary903

of the relative bias (ε) and standard deviation of the errors (Sε) present in904
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Figure 3.6: Plots of (a) relative and (b) signal bias against path-integrated concentration
measured in uncalibrated GF3 data.
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Figure 3.7: Plots of (a) relative and (b) signal imprecision against path-integrated con-
centration measured in uncalibrated GF3 data.
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Table 3.2: Calibration coefficients applied to GF3 digital signal (ppm·m).

Calibration
type

a b c d

Linear 0.978 -2.88 N/A N/A
Quadratic 3.17 ×10−4 0.922 -1.07 N/A

Cubic 2.08 ×10−6 -2.70 ×10−4 0.968 -2.00

the uncalibrated and calibrated GF3 signal is provided in Table 3.3. While905

the cubic calibration was fairly successful in reducing mean relative bias, the906

aggregation of errors across a range of path-integrated concentrations left a907

fairly large imprecision in the calibrated output (±4.52% signal). Again, this908

imprecision is greater than the ±2% measurement accuracy expected in ideal909

conditions (Table 3.1). In order to examine trends within the mean error of910

each calibrated output, resulting error plots from each calibration have been911

included in the Appendices (Figure A.7, A.8, and A.9).912

The imprecision and nonzero relative bias in each calibrated signal was913

likely caused by the nonlinear and highly variable relative error at low path-914

integrated concentrations (<22 ppm·m, Table A.1). For example, following915

the cubic calibration, imprecision in measurements using only 60 ppm CH4916

(n = 1800) was as low as 1.20% (Figure A.9). In addition, more central917

concentration values (20 - 120 ppm·m) were more heavily weighted due to a918

greater number of data points from the overlap of prepared path-integrated919

concentrations, and thus were more likely to be fit than those at extreme920

ppm·m values.921

In order to develop a numerical model to relate bias and path-integrated922
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Table 3.3: Mean error and standard deviation before and after calibration

Calibration
type

ε (%) Sε (%)
E

(ppm·m)
SE

(ppm·m)

Uncalibrated 8.76 4.64 4.67 1.69
Linear -0.356 2.57 0 1.25

Quadratic 0.182 2.41 0 1.07
Cubic 0.0844 2.26 0 1.05

Table 3.4: Equations and coefficients of determination for three models approximating
GF3 relative bias with respect to path-integrated concentration.

Model
type

Equation R2

Linear ε = -0.0822×ppm·m + 14.5 0.585
Power ln(ε) = -0.638×ln(ppm·m) + 4.59 0.808

Exponential ln(ε) = -0.0102×ppm·m + 2.75 0.782

concentration at ambient temperatures, εd,c values were averaged to the923

nearest integer ppm·m. The resulting data was fit with three curves: lin-924

ear, power and exponential (Figure 3.8). Details of each model are summa-925

rized in Table 3.4. With the simplest linear approximation, mean error only926

falls within 0±2% when the observed path-integrated concentration is >150927

ppm·m. However, the power and exponential curves fit the measured data928

better than the linear model, and both suggested that the threshold of ±2%929

measurement accuracy was 200 ppm·m or greater.930

The data in Figure 3.8 clearly illustrate three key points to be made931

about GF3 performance at ambient temperature. First, bias was seen to be932

positive at all observed path-integrated concentrations. In the Methodology933
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Figure 3.8: Average bias at each value of ppm·m. Each fit represents a potential relation-
ship between path-integrated concentration and signal bias.
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section, the potential influence of a gap between the GF3 sensor and calibra-934

tion chamber was mentioned. This gap would pose a potential underestimate935

if filled with air at background [CH4] (2 ppm). At most, a 5 cm gap would936

have introduced a -4.4% error (at the highest concentration and lowest path937

length). Since no underestimate was observed here, it could be assumed that938

the air in this gap was roughly equal to the concentration of CH4 within the939

calibration chamber. Second, unacceptably high bias was observed at low940

(<22 ppm·m) path-integrated concentrations. This is important to note for941

field measurements, since path lengths as short as 18 m have been used with942

GasFinder2 technology in published literature (Hrad et al., 2014). Ensuring943

that measurement paths capture relevant emission sources as well as provide944

accurate estimates is therefore a challenge of sensor placement and exper-945

imental design. Finally, despite a negative relationship between bias and946

concentration, none of the ppm·m levels used in this experiment brought rel-947

ative bias to within the range expected from manufacturer-published values948

(0±2%).949

3.3.2 Cold Temperature Assessment950

In general, GF3 performance fared better in each of the five cold tem-951

peratures tested than at ambient temperature (Figure 3.9). Each panel of952

Figure 3.9 shows linear and 2nd-order polynomial models of relative bias in953

the GF3 signal as related to temperature. All relevant data (n = 4500) is954

considered in Figure 3.9a, while subsequent panels segregate data based on955
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the input [CH4] (n = 900 in each).956

In Figure 3.9a, average bias is shown to decrease with temperature, at957

a rate of roughly 2.6 %/10 °C (R2 = 0.361). Average bias thus approached958

zero and became negative as temperatures decreased to -11°C, in contrast959

to room-temperature measurements in which errors were only positive. The960

smallest measured absolute bias (|ET| = 1.49±0.09 ppm·m, median = 0.86961

ppm·m) occurred at -7°C.962

Linear trends of signal bias with temperature varied according to the963

concentration being observed (Figure 3.9 b - f). Key features of each trend964

are summarized in Table 3.5. Across all observed temperatures, relative bias965

decreased with increasing concentrations. For example, the distribution of966

data points in Figure 3.9f (the highest concentration) is lower than any of the967

other panels, despite having a similar slope to the others. This agreed with968

the results of the previous section, that relative bias in the GF3 was nega-969

tively related to observed ppm·m (Figure 3.8). Importantly, this relationship970

was maintained even as errors became negative, suggesting that the bias-971

concentration curve vertically shifted in response to temperature. A vertical972

shift response is further evidenced by each concentration-specific trend’s x-973

intercept (Figure 3.9, Table 3.5). The x-intercept, which corresponds to the974

temperature at which mean bias was expected to be zero, increased linearly975

with the concentration being observed (Figure 3.10, R2 = 0.931). It should976

also be noted that the coefficient of determination was much greater for mod-977

els based on individual concentrations than all of the data combined (Table978
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Figure 3.9: Plots of signal bias vs. temperature at concentrations of: a) all data, b) 10
ppm, c) 20 ppm, d) 30 ppm, e) 40 ppm, and f) 60 ppm data measured at 0.5 Hz. Linear
and 2nd-order polynomial fits are represented by solid and dashed black lines, respectively.
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Table 3.5: Characteristics of models representing relative (%) bias as a function of temper-
ature. Models are shown graphically in Figure 3.9. X-intercepts represent the temperature
at which the model predicts zero mean bias.

[CH4] (ppm·m)
Linear Model

x-intercept (°C)
R2 Polynomial Model

x-intercept (°C)
R2

21.2 -23.5 0.805 -14.7 0.874
39.6 -18.6 0.825 -11.7 0.942
61.2 -8.31 0.907 -7.40 0.949
82.2 0.78 0.789 -2.49 0.947
121.6 4.76 0.966 2.91 0.982
All -10.8 0.361 -8.43 0.398

3.5). Based on these results, it can be said that: a) the bias-concentration979

curve determined at ambient temperature had a similar slope across all ob-980

served temperatures, but b) decreased temperature caused this curve to shift981

vertically down.982

Polynomial (2nd order) trends of bias against temperature had a greater983

coefficient of determination on average than linear trends (Table 3.5). How-984

ever, aspects of these curves such as the location of maxima, the second985

x-intercept, and end behavior may be systematically (artificially) defined by986

the range of temperatures being used. It is possible that higher-order poly-987

nomials provide a better fit for the broader relationship between GF3 bias988

and temperature than linear trends, but no evidence of that was observed989

here.990

The relationship between GF3 bias and path temperature observed here991

meant that the calibrations determined previously at ambient temperature992

lost their accuracy when applied to lower temperatures. For example, average993
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Figure 3.10: Extrapolation of x-intercepts from concentration-specific models of relative
bias vs. temperature. Each point represents the temperature at which an observed con-
centration of CH4 was expected to produce the smallest bias in the GF3 signal. A grey line
highlights T = 20°C since this is the temperature at which the manufacturer’s temperature
correction curve = 1.

bias across cold-temperature data (-11 - 2°C, n = 3750) was 1.86±0.13%, but994

this grew to -6.69±0.09%, -6.36±0.08%, and -6.42±0.08% when applying the995

linear, quadratic, and cubic equations from room-temperature measurements996

(Table 3.2), respectively.997

As with linear trends, x-intercepts of polynomial trends were seen to in-998

crease linearly with observed ppm·m (Figure 3.10, R2 = 0.991). Extrapolat-999

ing from x-intercepts of linear and quadratic trends allows for the estimation1000

of a concentration of CH4 which would produce on average a relative error1001

of zero at any given temperature. Since the manufacturer-provided temper-1002

ature curve for this GF3 assumes that 20°C produces the least error (i.e.1003
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Correction Coefficient = 1 at T = 20°C), it is possible that a concentration1004

of roughly 160-200 ppm·m was used during the manufacturer’s temperature1005

calibration. This corresponds to the results presented above; assuming no1006

error in the input gas concentration it was found that a path-integrated con-1007

centration of 150-200 ppm·m would bring the GF3 within its expected range1008

of error (±2%).1009

Of the two models which considered all (n = 4500) data points, the poly-1010

nomial model gives a slightly greater R2, but the linear model provides a sim-1011

pler approximation that is less prone to erroneous end behaviour. Further,1012

while both of these models provide a rough estimate for relating relative bias1013

to temperature and are simpler to apply than concentration-specific mod-1014

els, the stratification of data indicates that a unique temperature correction1015

exists for each observable concentration.1016

The combined effects of temperature and path-integrated concentration1017

are seen more clearly when plotted as lab-determined correction curves (Fig-1018

ure 3.11). Data points in Figure 3.11 represent the temperature correction1019

coefficients expected to produce the smallest mean bias based on measured1020

temperature and the above linear (a) and polynomial (b) models. Thus,1021

trends fit through these points are approximate temperature-concentration1022

correction curves. A description of the error resulting from each of these cor-1023

rection curves being applied to GF3 data is summarized in Table 3.6. Models1024

which considered all data points were subject to systematic bias along the1025

axis of concentration (from a negative bias at 10 ppm to positive at 60 ppm).1026
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In contrast, mean and median errors in concentration-specific models avoided1027

this trend. As a result, root-mean-square error (RMSE) and RMSEc were1028

much lower following the application of concentration-specific models than1029

those considering all data points. Again, polynomial models had the lowest1030

standard deviation of errors on average, but linear models are preferred for1031

their simplicity and comparable reduction in error. Concentration-specific1032

polynomial temperature curves did not provide a significant decrease in re-1033

sulting error over linear models. Therefore, and in addition to the concerns1034

for their shape raised above, 2nd order polynomials are not expressly recom-1035

mended. Had this study observed a greater range of temperatures, the shape1036

of these curves might be more certain.1037

The results of cold temperature testing of the GF3 are summarized in1038

Figure 3.12, in which the correction curves derived here are multiplied with1039

those provided by the manufacturer.1040

This analysis has determined that a calibration based only on ppm·m1041

is insufficient. However, so too are calibrations based on only temperature.1042

Temperature correction curves are an essential component of GF3 measure-1043

ments and were seen to vary predictably with observed ppm·m. For those1044

seeking to use GF3 in field-based studies, it is advised to be aware of the con-1045

ditions in which the device’s temperature correction curve was produced. A1046

positive systematic bias may be observed at low path-integrated concentra-1047

tions (<150 ppm·m) even when temperature corrections have been properly1048
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Figure 3.11: Linear (a) and polynomial (b) lab-derived temperature correction curves,
reflecting the models shown in Figure 3.9. Each point represents the difference between the
GF3 signal (ppm·m) and model’s expected bias (in ppm·m) at the measured temperature,
divided by the GF3 signal. Linear and polynomial fits approximate the temperature trend
of resulting correction coefficients.
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Table 3.6: Descriptive statistics of bias (in ppm·m) resulting from application of linear and
polynomial correction models shown in Figure 3.11. Each concentration subset contains
n = 900 data points; ‘All data’ contains n = 4500 points.

Data Subset (ppm CH4)

Model
Error

Statistic
[10] [20] [30] [40] [60] All

Linear
(All data)

Mean -1.20 -0.75 0.36 2.43 4.85 1.14
Median -1.32 -0.91 0.40 2.11 4.80 0.40

St. Dev. 0.455 0.498 0.561 1.10 0.639 2.34
RMSE 1.28 0.898 0.668 2.67 4.89 2.60

Linear
(Data
subsets)

Mean 0 0 0 0 0 0
Median 0.051 -0.158 0.085 0.049 -0.023 -0.017

St. Dev. 0.395 0.498 0.560 0.857 0.636 0.609
RMSE 0.395 0.497 0.560 0.857 0.636 0.609

2nd-Order
Polynomial
(All data)

Mean -1.19 -0.746 0.362 2.40 4.83 1.13
Median -1.18 -0.769 0.292 2.30 4.67 0.292

St. Dev. 0.386 0.291 0.450 0.768 0.830 2.30
RMSE 1.25 0.801 0.578 2.52 4.90 2.57

2nd-Order
Polynomial
(Data
subsets)

Mean 0 -0.001 -0.003 0 0.002 -0.001
Median -0.013 -0.037 -0.086 -0.074 -0.057 -0.044

St. Dev. 0.318 0.286 0.413 0.430 0.466 0.388
RMSE 0.317 0.285 0.413 0.430 0.466 0.388

applied. For the manufacturer, provision of a set of bivariate concentration-1049

temperature curves, or simply an additional correction for observed concen-1050

tration might benefit the end user. However, in field based measurements1051

it is exactly the concentration of CH4 that remains to be known, therefore1052

more robust digital compensation of the output signal is recommended.1053
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Figure 3.12: Final bivariate temperature-concentration correction curves. Concentration-
specific linear correction models from Figure 3.11 are multiplied by the applied temperature
correction given by the manufacturer of the GF3 unit.
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3.4 Conclusions1054

The purpose of this study was to quantify instrument accuracy in a GF31055

device under laboratory conditions. As such, instrument confidence (R2) was1056

held to a standard typical of field measurements (>95%) through the exper-1057

iment, using laser alignment and data filtering procedures. Trends in the1058

resulting bias were examined along the axes of path-integrated concentration1059

and temperature, and compared to the ±2% instrument accuracy expected1060

with high-confidence measurements.1061

The experimental results have shown that GF3 accuracy is demonstra-1062

bly linked to both the measured path-integrated concentration and operat-1063

ing temperature. Bias decreased with greater path-integrated concentration,1064

most closely fitting a negative power function. However, temperature ap-1065

peared to have a dominant effect on bias, vertically shifting the ε vs. ppm·m1066

relationship observed above. Using the manufacturer’s temperature calibra-1067

tion and a path-integrated concentration of 122 ppm·m, instrument accuracy1068

ranged from 4.30 ± 0.81% (5.23 ± 0.99 ppm·m) at 22°C to −4.61 ± 0.61%1069

(−5.60± 0.74 ppm·m) at -11°C.1070

Relationships between instrument error and temperature are important1071

for meteorological measurements in Canadian systems because of the wide1072

range of temperatures experienced through the course of a year. In addition,1073

since temperature is expected to be a factor in CH4 emissions from ma-1074

nure management systems, it is critical that sensors used to estimate these1075
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emissions do not introduce bias along the axis of temperature. Relating path-1076

integrated concentration to bias is also relevant for field measurements; the1077

flexibility of open-path sensors has led to their application in increasingly1078

complex agricultural systems. Practitioners should be aware of potential1079

measurement errors present in low path-integrated concentration measure-1080

ments. Broadly, accurate measurements are needed in order to generate ac-1081

curate GHG emission inventories and mitigation strategies (Owen and Silver,1082

2015).1083

This study could be expanded upon in a variety of ways. Greater con-1084

fidence in the relationships derived here could be achieved by observing a1085

greater (and finer) range of temperatures and path-integrated concentrations.1086

In addition, the control over laser alignment/R2 in the laboratory may be1087

somewhat artificial. Testing for error in field conditions would introduce new1088

challenges, but would allow for a fuller discussion of R2 as a predictor of ac-1089

curacy, as well as the efficiency of data filtering techniques. Finally, it would1090

be a great benefit to this study to be able to relate the results found here to1091

the internal processes and components of the GF3 system itself.1092
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CHAPTER 41093

Conclusions1094

Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis address two separate research questions1095

in very different ways. However, they align in their discussion of several1096

common themes. Both chapters are primarily concerned with the accurate1097

quantification of methane (CH4) emissions to the atmosphere. Agriculture1098

and manure management practices are large contributors of CH4, and the1099

recent proliferation of biogas technology in Canadian farming systems has1100

made accurate CH4 emission measurement increasingly more complex and1101

important. Both chapters are therefore relevant to the ongoing study of1102

anaerobic digestion as a greenhouse gas mitigating technology.1103

Chapter 2 used a combination of long-term field study and atmospheric1104

transport modeling to infer how a biogas plant was impacting CH4 concentra-1105

tions downwind. Although the methodologies employed here could only pro-1106

vide a rough estimate, modeled emissions prior to digester installation (2011)1107

were closely related to expected values. Chapter 2 found that increased fugi-1108

tive emissions were spatially and temporally related to the installed biogas1109

plant, and represented a substantially large amount (up to 25%) of the total1110

captured biogas on site. In order to investigate the fugitive CH4 emissions of1111

a biogas-producing dairy farm in further detail, bLS modeling could be used1112
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with whole-farm and multi-source measurements.1113

Chapter 3 was concerned with the accurate quantification of CH4 emis-1114

sions at the level of instrumentation. At room temperature, device bias1115

in the uncalibrated signal was, on average, 4.67 ppm·m above the theoret-1116

ical. Temperature had an observed effect on the bias across all observed1117

concentrations. In general, lower (and negative) bias was observed with de-1118

creased temperature. Bias in a prototype open-path spectrometer therefore1119

responded to changes in temperature and measured concentration, and in1120

some cases exceeded the expected bias associated with typical data filtering1121

procedures. The device’s relationship between bias and temperature, defined1122

here, should be considered in field trials of this instrument, especially in the1123

Canadian climate.1124
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Appendices1240

Table A.1: GF3 inaccuracy (εd,c ± Sεd,c) at various path-integrated concentrations

Distance (m) 10 ppm 20 ppm 30 ppm 40 ppm 60 ppm
1.1 17.1±2.54 15.8±2.03 11.0±0.80 6.44±0.59 6.89±0.32
1.2 19.4±2.19 14.2±1.63 10.6±0.62 6.27±0.79 6.64±0.34
1.3 20.5±1.61 13.6±1.41 10.3±1.03 5.79±1.05 6.18±0.34
1.4 17.7±1.49 12.0±1.03 10.1±0.90 5.01±0.72 6.49±0.32
1.5 19.1±1.48 10.7±0.51 9.25±0.85 3.96±0.80 5.43±0.30
1.6 21.1±1.52 11.2±1.34 8.37±1.81 4.77±1.53 5.10±0.44
1.7 19.8±0.96 8.74±0.48 7.24±1.18 4.47±1.50 5.49±0.17
1.8 18.1±0.81 10.2±0.92 7.38±0.77 4.34±0.46 5.03±0.21
1.9 8.29±1.00 9.57±0.70 4.61±1.09 3.38±1.17 3.67±0.37
2.0 13.7±0.66 9.39±1.00 6.78±0.80 2.30±0.42 4.01±0.41
2.1 15.0±0.60 7.94±2.19 6.74±0.96 6.32±0.44 4.92±0.36
2.2 14.1±0.66 8.48±1.83 7.74±0.95 5.12±0.26 4.54±0.39
2.3 6.46±1.10 8.91±1.96 9.17±0.43 5.30±0.50 4.01±0.47
2.4 8.19±1.86 8.89±1.68 5.97±0.73 6.90±0.51 3.38±0.42
2.5 6.52±0.87 8.48±1.49 8.47±0.27 6.94±0.35 2.94±0.41
2.6 5.78±0.86 8.82±0.99 8.31±0.16 6.23±0.47 2.50±0.71
2.7 8.50±2.17 9.32±0.92 8.48±0.15 6.21±0.41 2.75±0.29
2.8 8.22±2.39 9.25±1.43 8.65±0.50 5.16±0.29 2.72±0.23
2.9 8.39±0.60 7.04±0.29 8.40±0.25 3.14±0.28 2.72±0.32
3.0 6.62±0.68 9.36±1.04 7.89±0.13 2.92±0.24 2.32±0.27
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Figure A.1: Storage tank CH4 flux from 2011 - 2015 estimated with MMB methodology.
Gray and black bars represent daily mean air temperature and CH4 flux, respectively.
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Figure A.2: Histograms of observed CH4 concentration at 4.50 m, from winds aligned
with: (a) the AD unit, (b) the main barn, (c) the flare tower, and (d) the background (i.e.
no immediate source) in 2011. Asterisks denote sources not yet installed during this period
(wind angles from eventual placement used). Histograms are separated by atmospheric
stability.
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Figure A.3: Histograms of observed CH4 concentration at 4.50 m, from winds aligned
with: (a) the AD unit, (b) the main barn, (c) the flare tower, and (d) the background (i.e.
no immediate source) in 2012. Histograms are separated by atmospheric stability.
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Figure A.4: Histograms of observed CH4 concentration at 4.50 m, from winds aligned
with: (a) the AD unit, (b) the main barn, (c) the flare tower, and (d) the background (i.e.
no immediate source) in 2013. Histograms are separated by atmospheric stability.
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Figure A.5: Histograms of observed CH4 concentration at 4.50 m, from winds aligned
with: (a) the AD unit, (b) the main barn, (c) the flare tower, and (d) the background (i.e.
no immediate source) in 2014. Histograms are separated by atmospheric stability.
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Figure A.6: Histograms of observed CH4 concentration at 4.50 m, from winds aligned
with: (a) the AD unit, (b) the main barn, (c) the flare tower, and (d) the background (i.e.
no immediate source) in 2015. Histograms are separated by atmospheric stability.
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Figure A.7: Percent error plots of: (a) ppm-specific bias (εc), (b)distance-specific bias
(εd), and (c) ppm·m-specific bias (εd,c) present in linearly calibrated data. Error bars
represent the standard deviation.
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Figure A.8: Percent error plots of: (a) ppm-specific bias (εc), (b)distance-specific bias
(εd), and (c) ppm·m-specific bias (εd,c) present in quadratically calibrated data. Error
bars represent the standard deviation.
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Figure A.9: Percent error plots of: (a) ppm-specific bias (εc), (b)distance-specific bias
(εd), and (c) ppm·m-specific bias (εd,c) present in cubically calibrated data. Error bars
represent the standard deviation.
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